FLO UR MILLING MACHINERY.
By A. D.

N ELSON.

HITH ERTO the author has refrained from writing a paper on flo ur
milling machinery, although frequently asked to do so. His reascn
for not consenting sooner, was because the:: question wa s of such
magnitude th at he fou nd it im possible to deal with it in one
paper; therefore, the observations he will make thi s evening are
merely of a prelimi nary nature, and repre~ ent , so to speak , the
foundations of another paper to be contributed at a futu re pe::riod.
H e had no hesitation in saying, from his experience of milling
machjnery, that to deal with it for the purpose of giving you
reliable information, it would necessitate a paper upon every
machine used in the milling business, as well as several papers on
the treatment which the g rain receives while passing th rough them,
g ivin g you the results, and illustrating the methods in use at
present and those \\ hich are now almost obsolete.
The auth or's e;xperience of mi lling machinery in this colony,
dates from the time of his apprenticeship. At th at time, a flour
mill consisted of so many pairs of stones, a smut machine, a rake
or mi xer and a dressing machine, with the necessary ~ ets of
elevators for conveyi ng the meal and g rain fro m one part of the
mill to another ; and he thinks, that as there are many mills of this
description still bei ng worked in the colony, it may not be out of
place. to touch upon the system of stone milling iirst. In mill
buildi ng, whether it is on the old stone process or the new roller
process, it is absolutely necessary, in the first instance, tor the mi ll
proprietor to have his mill properly designed and constructed .
Architecture, we are told, is the art of planning and constructi ng
buildings according t l) their bltended use ; and it is with a hop~ of
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having the mill buildings which may be constructed in the future
brought more into' harmony with that definition that he expresses
these few words on the subj ect of the building, irrespective of
what the plant may b. He is sure that every milling engineer
who has had experience must bear him out in these remarks that it
is usual, in most cases, for a mill proprietor to consult an architect
as to what design the building should be, and then to call for
tenders, and let the contractor carry out the plans to his satisfaction.
When the building has advanced to a certain stage probably a
tracing is sent to a milling engineer. The consequence is the
engineer has to arrange the machinery in whatever space the
architect has thought in his wisdom to be sufficient. In many
instances the columns and girders have been placed in positions
detrimental to the machinery, thereby creating diffic ulties for the
milling engineer, and very frequently preven ting him placing the
machinery in the best position; again, in laying in wall boxes,
cutting holes through the floors, and making all necessary
provisions fo r the machinery, it entaUs a considerable expend iture
which would be unnecessary if attention was paid to these things
while the mill was being constructed. T here is no doubt you will
admit that by far the most economical plan would be to' first
consult a milling engineer as to what class of machinery should be
erected, and place the matter unreservedly in his hands tQ design
the whole of the interior of the mill, giving the length, breadth
a nd height of floors, angle of roof ; showing also where, 'ihe
principal timbers should be placed, and where all wall boxes fo r
the machinery should be built in. This part of the work b.ei ng
completed, the architect could design, the exterior of the 'mill, an d
between the two there is no doubt the proprietor wo~ld have an
economical as well as a useful and ornamental building:.
In all properly constructed mills there should be apertures in
the floo r, of sufficient size, and so arranged that they could be
'Opened at ' pleasure to take lip a good-sized machine without
pulling it to pieces, thus saving time a nd expense to the proprietor.
In designing a mill, it is necessary to co~sidei '~vhat'the motive
power is to be; the class of wheat to be ground; whether it is ta
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be a com~ercial.. or a grist mill, or both combined' how the
motive pO:"'rr is. to be applied; what process or system of miiji.ng
has bee n determined upon; how ti?e wheat is to be ~eceiyed;.
wh~ther it is to be received in a store and ~onveyed by screw to
the mill, or whether it is to be received directly into the mill-all
matters requiring careful consi deration in plannin g a mill. The
next im portant feature is l\ good set of plans, showing the position
of each machine, so that no error can occur during erection'.
'There is no investment that brings so good a return as a good set
of plans; they save labo.~r and material in erectio n, and power and
labour ill running- choose tbe process to suit your req uirements,
the machinery to suit the power, and the mill to fit the ~achinery.
A.
well designed
stone mill should have not. ' less than three
'
floors, and a roller mill not. less than four; but five or six would
allo~y of greater facilities}or ad vantageously erecting the machinery.
All roller mills should have a 'basement or underground floor,
which would be utilised by the main shaft and elevator bottoms;
but under no circums!ances should p:ov i sio~ be made in the
building for the storage of wheat or flour, for h,is experience was
that when the fl~ors are heavily laden they come down and displace
the s~afting apd gearing which are attached to them, some.times
stripping wheels, and causing endless trouble, annoyance and
expense.
T he maj ority of our mill buildings are bad in design,
exceedi ngly low between the floors, and evidently built on a
supposed economical principle and not at all adapted fo r carrying
on a very ordinary ~illing business. Having said so 'much on the
buildi ng, he would n<?w make a few observations on the grain
which is to be ground. A knowledge of t~e physical formation
and chemical construction of whatever you are going to treat,
should be the basis for constr~ction of the machinery you a~e
going to work. Knowing that which is chemically most val u abl~ in a
grail} o f wheat, we are better able to construct machinery which
will save and properly treat it, and at the same time separate !lnd
eject such par~s as injure the character and value of the desired
product. In order that our kn)wledge of cereah shoul d be
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<complete, it is necessary, you will therefore . see, to study 'the
c hemical and physical properties of the grain ; by the first method,
we should be able to place a valuation upon the special elements,
:and parts of the grai n' structure, by the second, know where are
Jocated the ' most \<aluable parts of the cereal, while chemically we
may discover. what bodies are most valuable. It is of the utmost
:i mportance that these valuable parts be localised, hence the
necessity of the physical study of the grain structure .
. Delacroix gives an analysis of wheat examined by him
3 S follows:" Water 14.90, gluten 20. 64, albumen .99, 'S tarch 46, 99 , gum
1.52, ~ugar 1.50; oil .87, vegetable 12 .59; total, 1'00 parts." The
-constituents named and classified by him may be divided into
two classes, viz. :-Nitrogenus and non-nitrogenus bodies; but as
it is milling machinery he was dealing with, he woiIld defer making
.any more comments upon the grain, and simply call yo ur attention
,to an enlarged longitudi nal section of a grain of wheat, magnified
450 times. (Plate VlII.)
This will give you some idea of its formation, showing the
various tissues, of which, including the' outer coats, there are ten.
Having made a few remarks on the grain, we will now pass to the
-question of converting it into flour;
For this purpose, there are several descriptions of mill stones
'used; 'b ut that wh ich is considered best, and which is the only
-one used in this colony is the F rench burr. T he burr stone in
·texture. is cellular, as well as being irregular in shape and size,
-oftentimes closed by fine flakes, or by cross fib res of silex. It is
.about as hard as flint, and varies in its nature from the most ope n
to the closest possible. In quarrying the stone it is not wise, and
it is seldom done, 'to quarry a stone out of a solid block: For
commercial purposes the French burr is quarried out in wedges of
from 751bs. to lOolbs. in weight in the rough, and measuring
roughly 12" x 20" and 14" x 8". After being quarried, it is laid to
.(Iry or season for one or two years before it is used in building
mill stones. T he quality varies considerably·with the depth from
.w hich it is taken~the clear white or variegated stone resembling
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marble, is generally thought the best for all uses, being free an~
hard, and holdi ng its edge wel l. In ' constructing a mill stone, it
is essential to select burfs of the same- natur:e and of equal
hardness, so as to ensure regularity of wear. When-the stone is in
use it is less trouble to keep on face, and therefore does better work.
Ip. constructing a mill stone, whic~ in this colony is generally
four feet diameter. the blocks before mentioned are first faced on
one side and the two e,dges, and laid face down on a plate ; the
joints should be close th roughout, and if possible, ~ll the stone
should extend from the skirt to the ey e ; as each block is placed
against the other, a layer of cement or plaster of Paris is laid
between, and so on, until the stone is completed. Sometimes a
stone is made in as many parIS, as it is intended to lay the stone
0 1,1t in quarters wpen putting the work in, by this means the joint
would run through the master furrow, whIch is an advantage.
When all the stones ar~ cemented in position, the back is filled in
and coated over with cement. The next duty is to make its face
perfectly true, then to decide what class of:vork is best suited to the
class of wheat to be ground. This is a point on which it is very
ran~ that two mill"!rs agree. T he .important points to be considere~.
are first , the eye, the breast, and the skirt on the surface of the
ston e, the furrows and the land. In all the foregOing, a diversity
of opinion exists. The author will not therefore occupy your time
by going into details upon the relative qualities of the dress. The
eye of a stone should be at least I l It diameter in the runner or top
stone, and tapered outward at the bottom, the breast is always kept
lower than the skirt in order to allow the grain easx access, so that
the grind ing may be grad ually performed, and by the time the grain
reaches the skirt, it is completely reduced and the operation is
completed on the skirt. To explain the laying out of the stonewewiU
allow in this case, that we have twelve quart~rs and 3 furrows to the
quarter, technically twelve threes with a draft line of 5". T he circle
~ n the centre (P late IX ., Fig. I) represents the draft circle, and the
usual system is to first divide the skirt of the stone into as many p art&
as quarter required, and apply a staff which is called a " spline."
V. e will now allow the stone is constructed and ready for the 'mill, .
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lhe next consideration is to place it 'In its position on the .!Ito·ne
hlU'st. 'The stone hurst is a massive timber frame o.r a n eatly
designed iron one, upon t he top of which the bed ston e is laid.
T.he hurst should stand, if possible, free from the walls of the
building, In the eye of the bed stone- is laid the neck bush' a
casting lJaving three moveable bJas~es fitted in recesses on the...side;
this in conjunc tion with the toe step enables the miller to regulate
the spindle, so that it shall stand at right angles to the face of
the stone. It is not .neces ~ary to go into further details of the
fittings connected with miB stones; but simply take you through
the mill, allowing you an >opportunity to see how the whole process
is carried out in a stone mill.
In a well~appointed stone mill, the grain in the first instance
is emptied into a hopper, upon the mill verandah, from which it is
taken by a set of elevators inside the mill, and conveyed to what
is commonly termed a stock hopper; fro m here it is taken by a
crew or conveyor to a .separator, which takes out all the larger
impurities, after which it js deposited in a bin erected over a. smut
machine. The smutter which is in general use is a vertical frame
and cylinder, with a perforated steel casing surrounding it, and a
str.ong exhaust tan atta:ched. T he wheat is fed into the cylinder
on the top, the drum travelling at a speed of 600 to 700 revolutions
per minute, which thoroughly scours the wheat and relieves it 6f
any particles of dust which may have adhered to it, the eJ¢.aust
fan immediately withdrawing all the dust a~d depositing it in a
dust room. F.rom the smutter the grain passes into a machine
. similarly designed, with the exception, that instead of having
beaters on the vertical drum it has brushes. This thoroughLy
scours the wheat again, and the fan in this case, as before, carries
off all impurities which are released from the grain. There is
also another design of wheat b rush whi.ch does good work . It
consist s of two circular brushes, about thre e feet in di ameter, one
b¢ing stationary and the other revolving at a high velocity. T he
grain is fed in at the eye or centre of the stationary brush.
The centrifugal force of the revolving brush carries the grain
-outward, and is thoroughly cleansed whilst passing between the
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two. brushes . . A fan is attached to the spindlei which exhausts the
.
air fro m the centre of the brush, and -extra.ctl all the dust and light
jmpurities. This machine is to be recom~ended as a well-made
and effec tive wheat brush. . The .}Vheat ah en .rtravels from the
bottom of this machine. d irect to the bins or hoppers o\'er the
stones. H ere it is ready for grinding. ' In many weU-appointed
mills a small contrivance, somewhat similar to a surface condenser,
.called a wheat heater, is erected directly under the floor, and the
spout from the wheat bin' is led i!lto it. .;A steartJ. pipe from the
boiler enters at' the top, a nd a 'relief pipe aX the bottom cOn:9trys
the condensed water away. '. By thi,s meallS the ' heater Can be
brought up to any temperat ure the mille requires for his ":heat.
The object of this is as follows : Shoultl the grain be damp, a
certain amount of moisture.is extracted!; jf, 'on the other ha?d, the
giain is top dry, the heater will draw a certain. amount of moi stlI~e
1rpm the centre or kernel of the gra in into 'the &kin. or bran, and
the grain is thus toughened or softened, as required,-which p re~ent s
it beipg cut into small particles whilst going tbrough the J1lill
stones, consequently keeping the .floUr fro m heing · pecky. There
is a diversity of opinion respecting this appJ' ance; but the .a~th or' s
experience is, that with judicious usage~ good results are obtained .
From the wheat hoppers the grain passes .on to the mill stones.
The wheat passes down from the wheat hopper direot into the
sile¢ feed over the stones, falling upon a saUt:er.shaped cas~ing
on the top of t he spindle; the velocity of the spindle gives a
centrifugal action, causing the g rain to spread itself evenly round
the .eye 'of the stone. T he wheat is then . gr~d ua lly received into
Jhe breast of the stone, and so the operation of grinding goes on.
I n the. speed of the mill stones there is a wide divergence f
opinion. He bad known millers who would oot drive a pair.of
four feet stones more than 100 revolutions per minute ; yetl.his
experience was that better results both as to quantity and quality
ar.e ob~ined in running them frolD 14.cl to · J 6~ revol:utiops per
. m inute .on wheat. . It stands to reason . that if, in running a pair. of
stone JOO revolutions per minute"you can put through ,a eAtajn
number of bushels, you must by i~creasjng the ' speed to •..160
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r vQlutioils put 50 per cent. more through. ' There ' are various
Illeth{)d.s for keeping the stones cool; sometimes, the eye of the
one is !'!nlarged, and a shei!t-iron p late is secured, on the eye to
t reate a draft ; in 'other instances an exhaust fan is used to' exhaust
ai, from the stone casing- this has a very good effect. H is often
carried to a greater extreme than this, for sometimes milling
engineers not only exhaust the air out of the stone case, but
Tnser,t a blast .as well. The dust extracted from the mill stones
h ilst work ing is the ingredient which has ~au sed ' so many large
miJIs in America and other parts of the world 'to be destroyed by
fire, It is very inflam mable, and the fact of-bringing. a light in
<contact with the inside of Ia stive room-a room w'her.e this dust is
-deposited-is, to say, the 'least exceedingly dangerous. '
:After leaving the atones, the meal is received into a screw
',Com'eyed on . to a set of elevators, and, in some instances,
delivered into what is termed a meal room; in olhers direct into a
, ilk machine. T he silk dressing machine consists of a hexagon
reel 'varying from 3 to 4 feet in diameter, and from 1 0 to 30 feetin
length. In many instances the centres of the reels are made of
'timber of hexagon section-with wood arms morticed through and
'Six longitudinal pieces morticed on the end of these arms. The
reel is perfectly true and the outer surface of the ribs is rounded so
..as not to destroy the silk, when working. Over these ribs the silk
is laced according to the degree of finen ess required, the coarser
Jlumbers,at the head and the finer at the tail, with ,the exception of
( hat which is intended for sharps and pollard . Underneath the
reel is a screw extending the full length of rhe machine, with
,division wards between the flo ur, sharps, pollard, and b ran, the
screw being driven so as to ' convey the result of the dressing
towards the head of the machme ; thus the whole of the flo ur is
-conveyed to the head , the sharps ,next, then the pollard, and the
bran oyer the tail.
F rom the dTe sing machine the fl{)ur goes direct to the flou r
packer; or, in most of the old style of mills, the ordinary sack
'umper, an appliance on to which the sack is hooked, and by
m.eans of a lever the flou r is dumped into a bag: T here are many
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fratures connectea wit~. these machines which the author might
h ~ve mentioned, but as this class of " machinery is becomingobsolete he does not think it wise to deal t a minutely wilh 'it ; 'Yet
he fe lt compelled to touch upon the stone mill before he could
bring under your notice the more recent improvements in milling '
machinery.
Before dosing his remarks on.the stone mill, he would like to.
point out an improvement which has recently been made, and
which bas given very good results. Mill proprietors, whose capital
is not ,sufliciently large to ",.a rrant them tbrowing out the whole of '
their plant, ha~e 'combined excell ent re' nlts by combining rollers
with stones. Many of our country millers have adopted this .
ystem and work as follows:~They grind high with the srones,
pass the meal through a dressing machine, as before described, and
dress off.in the oldinary way, but they add a length of silk ,on the ·
dreSSing machine so as to obtain all the sharps they possi bly can.
You will understand that by grinding high the miller must make
cO]lside rably more sharps or middlings, as they-are termed, t han by
griodjng low. These sharps are passed on to a machine called a
m iddlings purifier; here all the small fibrous matter is abstracted by
a ,urrent of air passing through theJ.silk. T h~ midd lings when
tboroughly purilied pass on to a set of smooth rollers; here fhey '
are softenrd and conveyed to a mac'hine called a centrifugal, a .
cJass of dressing machine largely used in roller milling. The
result of this is a wh iter and stronger flour. .Many of our '
stone millers have succeeded in . holding their own in ' the
market by tbis method . The author will not go into details .
of these three last machines as they fo rm portion of a roller mill ...
an.d it was not his intention to go into the details of the roller mills
in t his paper; but he will upon some future occasion take up the
sllbject and give you full information on ,the process, although, as ·
he remarked at the comm encement of this paper, it is impossible
tp do full jusllee to the subj ect except by a series of papers; and, .
a.Ji there are so fe w of our members whose calling brings them
)nto contact with this class of machinery, he questioned if it would :
be wise to have many papers on milling mac.hinery. BefaIe ~
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closing, he would call your attention to the chief item in roller'
milling, which is the flow sheet. The first duty for a milling
engineer, on , the:: modern process, is tCl produoe a flow sheet
according to the number pf bags of flour to be produced in 12
hours. Plate VII. is the flow sheet of a five-bag plant recently
erected by our firm at Hillston, and giving every satisfaction ~
and Plate IX., fig. ~, for flo w sheet of a fifteen-bag plant he.
recently designed for ~ firm who anticipated making extensive
strides in the milling business. This is the first duty of the milling
engineer before designing his.mill or deciding upon his machin ery_
After the flow sheet is designed, the question {)f oonstructing the
,m'1l follows.
Arrangetp.ent of machines for' fiftee n bag roller mill. (Plate,
l X" Fig 2.
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